
In- Class Activity: Instructions and Accessibility  
 
For Instructors 
 
This activity requires students to think about technical documentation for a wide variety of 
audiences. Students can use this activity to help differentiate between usability concerns (e.g., 
Can users successfully follow the instruction set to accomplish the task?) and accessibility 
concerns (e.g., Are any users excluded from following the instruction set?). These topics are 
particularly appropriate when discussing elements of information/visual design and the applied 
aspects of information design. You will need at least 30 minutes to complete this activity and 
some amount of traveling is involved.  
 
The Activity 
 

1. Form groups of 2-3 students 
2. Create an instruction set to help guide a user from the classroom to a walkable location 

on campus using the most direct route. 
3. Craft the instructions carefully to ensure that they are usable by a variety of audiences 

with different abilities. 
 
After students complete their instruction sets (no more than 10 minutes), have students 
exchange their instructions with another group. One user from each group will attempt to use 
the directions to travel from the classroom to the designated location.  
 
Once the exercise is complete, each team reports the difficulties they had using the instruction 
set they were given during a large group discussion of usability, accessibility, and ethics in TPC. 
 
Instructor Notes 
 
Students will be following the instructions written by other student groups. It is up to you whether 
to tell students in advance that their instructions will be tested. If the students know their 
instructions will be tested, they may be more conscientious about creating usable instructions. 
 
One of the core goals of the exercise is to encourage students to become aware of ableist 
assumptions that can impact accessibility. For example, a student on crutches or in a 
wheelchair would be challenged to follow instructions requiring use of stairs, or a user with 
sensory or mental issues may need instructions that move them outward to quieter and less 
travelled spaces. As part of the discussion following the exercise, students can be asked to 
consider how differently abled users might respond to the instruction sets.However, when 
discussing disability, consider that, while disability simulations may highlight accessibility issues 



in the instruction sets, they may not  actually help with a greater understanding of disability, and 
also may perpetuate stigmas and stereotypes associated with those who are disabled. 


